Precise mapping of the somatotopic hand area using neuromagnetic steady-state responses.
The body surface is represented in somatotopically organized maps in the primary somatosensory cortex. Estimating the size of the hand area with neuromagnetic source analysis has been used as a metric for monitoring neuroplastic changes related to training, learning, and brain injury. Commonly, results were significant as group statistics only because source localization accuracy was limited by factors such as residual noise and head motion. In this study we aimed to develop a robust method for obtaining the somatotopic map of the hand area in individuals using the bootstrap framework. Furthermore, a comprehensive analysis of the different factors affecting the accuracy of the obtained maps was provided. We applied vibrotactile touch stimuli to the tip of the index finger or the ring finger of the right hand and recorded the 22-Hz steady-state response using MEG. Single equivalent dipole sources were localized in contralateral left somatosensory cortex. Bootstrap resampling revealed the confidence intervals for the source coordinates using a single block of 5 min MEG recording. Residual noise in the averaged evoked response predominantly affected source localization, and the related confidence interval was reciprocally related to the signal-to-noise ratio. Apparently, head movements within a block of MEG recording contributed less to the variability of source localization in cooperative volunteers. The results of the current study indicate that significant separations of index finger and ring finger representations along the somatotopic map can be revealed in an individual using bootstrap framework.